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“Current fans and recovering Hulkamaniacs alike should find [Sex, Lies,
and Headlocks] as gripping as the Camel Clutch.” —Maxim Sex, Lies, and
Headlocks is the ultimate behind-the-scenes look at the backstabbing,
scandals, and high-stakes gambles that have made wrestling an enduring
television phenomenon. The man behind it all is Vince McMahon, a ruthless
and entertaining visionary whose professional antics make some of the
flamboyant characters in the ring look tame by comparison. Throughout the
book, the authors trace McMahon’s rise to power and examine the appeal
of the industry’s biggest stars—including Ed “Strangler” Lewis, Gorgeous
George, Bruno Sammartino, Ric Flair, and, most recently, Stone Cold Steve
Austin and The Rock. In doing so, they show us that while WWE stock is
traded to the public on Wall Street, wrestling remains a shadowy world
guided by a century-old code that stresses secrecy and loyalty. With a new
afterword, this is the definitive book about the history of pro wrestling.
“Reading this excellent behind-the-scenes look at wrestling promoter
McMahon . . . is almost as entertaining and shocking as watching the most
extreme antics of McMahon’s comic-book style creations such as Steve
Austin and The Rock.” —Publishers Weekly “A quintessentially American
success story of a cocky opportunist defying the odds and hitting it big . . .
Sparkling cultural history from an author wise enough to let the facts and
personalities speak for themselves.”—Kirkus Reviews
The brutal murder of a friend leaves lawyer John Coleman stunned and
sends shockwaves through the city of Cleveland. The technique of the
killing recalls memories of the Torso Murderer, who dismembered at least
twelve people decades ago and then vanished—eluding even legendary
crime fighter Eliot Ness. Jennifer, the victim’s beautiful daughter, hires
John to handle her father’s estate, and romantic feelings for her soon
complicate his already troubled marriage. When John finds himself
entangled with a cold-blooded biker gang, an ex-cop with a fuzzy past, and
the drug-addicted son of the dead man, he struggles to make sense of it all.
But he cannot shake a growing sense of dread.
Bestselling author Michael Shermer's exploration of science and morality
that demonstrates how the scientific way of thinking has made people, and
society as a whole, more moral From Galileo and Newton to Thomas
Hobbes and Martin Luther King, Jr., thinkers throughout history have
consciously employed scientific techniques to better understand the nonphysical world. The Age of Reason and the Enlightenment led theorists to
apply scientific reasoning to the non-scientific disciplines of politics,
economics, and moral philosophy. Instead of relying on the woodcuts of
dissected bodies in old medical texts, physicians opened bodies themselves
to see what was there; instead of divining truth through the authority of an
ancient holy book or philosophical treatise, people began to explore the
book of nature for themselves through travel and exploration; instead of the
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supernatural belief in the divine right of kings, people employed a natural
belief in the right of democracy. In The Moral Arc, Shermer will explain
how abstract reasoning, rationality, empiricism, skepticism--scientific ways
of thinking--have profoundly changed the way we perceive morality and,
indeed, move us ever closer to a more just world.
Boxing and the Mob explores the heavy influence of the mob on boxing in
the 1930s through the early 1960s. It profiles boxers such as Abe Attell and
Sonny Liston and infamous mobsters including Owney Madden and Frankie
Carbo. In addition, this book details many of the most notorious fixed
boxing matches in the sport’s history.
The Life and Crimes of Don King
Sonny Liston - the Real Story Behind the Ali-Liston Fights
Blood Brothers
The Real Story of Vince McMahon and World Wrestling Entertainment
Unbeaten
Once There Were Giants
Smokin' Joe

In Larry Holmes, the reader will experience the uplifting odyssey that took Larry Holmes from a boxing
nobody to a world champion. Holmes is considered to be one of the greatest heavyweight champions of
our time and held the title for more than seven years. But his rise to the top was hardly an easy one. He
began his life as one of twelve children raised by a single mother in Cuthbert, Georgia, and had to
struggle in poverty for the first sixteen years of his life. His road to champion-from which he would net
$40 million-was one requiring doggedness and extreme courage, qualities that led people to dub Holmes
"The People's Champion." Also featured in the book is an insider's look at Holmes relationship with
Muhammad Ali, his views on the state of boxing in the 1990s-including the Mike Tyson situation, his
fights with Don King, and his ratings of the top boxers today. Larry Holmes is a champion in every
sense of the word. He has risen to every challenge he faced-from poverty to ridicule to naysayers-and his
life story is both inspiring and moving.
A biography of the controversial fighter follows Liston from the mean streets where he was a petty
criminal, to the heavyweight championship and the tragic end of his life.
As the last Don of the Philadelphia mob, Ralph Natale, the first-ever mob boss to turn state’s evidence,
provides an insider’s perspective on the mafia. Natale’s reign atop the Philadelphia and New Jersey
underworlds brought the region’s mafia back to prominence in the 1990s. Smart, savvy, and articulate,
Natale came up in the mob and saw first-hand as it hatched its plan to control Atlantic City’s casino
unions. Later on, after spending 16 years in prison, he reclaimed the family as his own after a bloody
mob war that left bodies scattered across South Philly. He forged connections around the country,
invigorated the family with more allies than it had in two decades, and achieved a status within the mob
never seen before or since until he was betrayed by his men and decided to testify against them in a
stunning turn of events. Using dozens of hours of interviews with Natale along with research and
interviews with FBI agents, this book delivers revelatory insights into seminal events in American mob
history, including: - The truth about Jimmy Hoffa’s disappearance - The murder of Jewish mob icon
Bugsy Siegel - The identity of the man who created modern-day Las Vegas With the full cooperation of
Natale, New York Daily News reporter Larry McShane and producer Dan Pearson uncover the deadly
reign of the last great mob boss of Philadelphia, a tale that covers a half-century of mob lore—and gore.
When Muhammad Ali met Joe Frazier in Manila for their third fight, their rivalry had spun out of
control. The Ali-Frazier matchup had become a madness, inflamed by the media and the politics of race.
When the "Thrilla in Manila" was over, one man was left with a ruin of a life; the other was battered to
his soul. Mark Kram covered that fight for Sports Illustrated in an award-winning article. Now his
riveting book reappraises the boxers -- who they are and who they were. And in a voice as powerful as a
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heavyweight punch, Kram explodes the myths surrounding each fighter, particularly Ali. A
controversial, no-holds-barred account, Ghosts of Manila ranks with the finest boxing books ever
written.
Juiced Home Run Totals, Anti-aging Miracles, and a Hercules in Every High School: The Secret History
of America's True Drug Addiction
Rocky Marciano's Fight for Perfection in a Crooked World
Larry Holmes
The Killings of Stanley Ketchel
Las Vegas, Heroin, and Heavyweights
Sex, Lies, and Headlocks
The Pugilist at Rest
George Plimpton makes his riskiest foray into participatory journalism -- stepping into the
ring against a champion boxer -- in Shadow Box, repackaged and including never-beforeseen content from the Plimpton archives. Stepping into the ring against light-heavyweight
champion Archie Moore, George Plimpton pauses to wonder what ever induced him to
become a participatory journalist. Bloodied but unbowed, he holds his own in the bout -- and
lives to tell, in this timeless book on boxing and its devotees, among them Ali, Joe Frazier,
Ernest Hemingway, and Norman Mailer. Shadow Box is one of Plimpton's most engaging
studies of professional sport, told through the eyes of an inquisitive and astute amateur.
From the gym, the locker room, ringside, and even in the harsh glare of the ring itself,
Plimpton documents what it is like to be a boxer, an artist of mayhem.
Including material and photographs not included in most of the 100 other books about the
champion, Ishmael Reed'sThe Complete Muhammad Ali is more than just a biography—it is
a fascinating portrait of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st. An honest, balanced
portrayal of Ali, the book includes voices that have been omitted from other books. It charts
Ali's evolution from Black Nationalism to a universalism, but does not discount the Nation of
Islam and Black Nationalism's important influence on his intellectual development. Filipino
American author Emil Guillermo speaks about how “The Thrilla' In Manila” brought the
Philippines into the 20th century. Fans of Muhammad Ali, boxing fans, and those interested
in modern African American history and the Nation of Islam will be fascinated by this
biography by an accomplished American author.
A portrait of notorious gambler and New York businessman Arnold Rothstein examines the
myths that surrounded his life, from his alleged links to the fixing of the 1919 World Series
to his inspiration of literary and stage characters.
A “humbling, inspiring . . . deeply emotional” biography of the boxing legend who held the
heavyweight world championship for more than eleven years (Kirkus Reviews, starred
review). Known as the Brown Bomber, Joe Louis defended his heavyweight title an
astonishing twenty-five times. Through the 1930s, he got more column inches of newspaper
coverage than President Roosevelt. At a time when the boxing ring was the only venue
where black and white could meet on equal terms, Louis embodied Black America’s hope for
dignity and equality. And in 1938, his politically charged defeat of German boxer Max
Schmeling made Louis a national hero on the world stage. Through meticulous research and
first-hand interviews, acclaimed biographer Randy Roberts presents a complete portrait of
Louis and his outsized impact on sport and country. Digging beneath the simplistic
narratives of heroism and victimization, Roberts reveals an athlete who carefully managed
his public image, and whose relationships with both the black and white
communities—including his relationships with mobsters—were deeply complex. “Roberts is
a fine match with his subject. He supports with powerful evidence his contention that Louis’s
impact was enormous and profound.” —The Boston Globe
Sonny Liston
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The Life of Marvin Camel
Dempsey
The Golden Age of Heavyweight Boxing
A Story of Fame, Heroin, Boxing and Las Vegas
Four Kings
By the Man Himself

When boxing was bold, bright, and glamorous and the fights were the hottest
sporting events of the year, Joe Frazier was king as the Heavyweight Champion
of the World. From 1970 to 1973 he reigned. With a career record of 32-4-1 with
twenty-seven knockouts and an Olympic gold medal, Frazier leaves little
question that he was one of the greatest fighters of all time. Well-known, loved,
and revered as a gentleman and a fierce competitor in the ring, Joe Frazier
speaks his mind in Smokin' Joe-about growing up poor and fighting in the first
$2.5 million bout; about the early days of his friendship with Muhammad Ali and
how their relationship changed; and about the often corrupt world of boxing and
what really went on inside and outside the ring. Personable, good-natured, and
funny, Frazier's story is a real delight.
The basis for SHOWTIME Sports Documentary Pariah: The Lives and Deaths of
Sonny Liston A daring investigation into the mysterious death of Heavyweight
Champion Sonny Liston, set against the dawn of the 1970s, when the mob was
fighting to keep control of the Las Vegas Strip, Richard Nixon was launching
America's first war on heroin, and boxing was in its glory days. On January 5,
1971, Sonny Liston was found dead in his home—of an apparent heroin
overdose. But no one close to Liston believed that his death was accidental.
Digging deep into a life that Liston tried hard to hide, investigative journalist
Shaun Assael treats the boxer’s death as a cold case. The result is a pageturning whodunit that evokes a glorious and grimy era of Las Vegas. Elvis
Presley was playing two shows a night at the International. Howard Hughes was
running his empire from the penthouse suite of the Desert Inn. And middle
America was flocking to the Strip, transforming it from an exclusive playground
for the mob to a mecca for corporate dollars. But the city was also rotting from
within. Heroin was pouring over the border from Mexico, and the segregated
Westside was on the cusp of a race war. The cops, brutally violent, were barely
holding it together. Driving through town with the top of his pink Cadillac down,
Sonny Liston was the one celebrity who was unafraid to bridge the two sides of
Las Vegas. Cashing in on his fading notoriety in the casinos, he was dealing
drugs, working for a crime syndicate, and trying to break into Hollywood—all
with a boxer’s faith that he could duck any threat, slip any punch. Heroin
addiction was the only knockout blow he didn’t see coming. The Murder of
Sonny Liston takes a fresh look at the legendary boxer, the town he called home,
and one of America’s most enduring mysteries.
History's only four-time world heavyweight boxing champion and one of
America's most admired and beloved athletes reveals the dramatic story of his
rise from poverty to the very pinnacle of the toughest sport on earth. Barely able
to make it into the heavyweight division and almost always the smaller fighter in
the ring, Holyfield spent his professional career proving the naysayers wrong.
Along the way he provided some of the twentieth century's most thrilling sports
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moments, not all of them on purpose. In Becoming Holyfield, he gives us the
exciting inside story of defeating Mike Tyson, the self-proclaimed "Baddest Man
on Earth," and then getting a piece of his ear bitten off in the rematch. We learn
how it felt to become the undisputed champion of the world by knocking out the
man who knocked out Tyson, and we find out what it was really like to be in the
middle of a title fight and see a motorized parachute fly right into the ring. There
is heartbreak to go along with triumph, beginning with Holyfield's loss of an
Olympic gold medal because of a highly controversial disqualification and
continuing through his short-lived retirement following a misdiagnosed heart
condition. Along the way we're treated to glimpses of such colorful figures as
Don King and Howard Cosell and we come to understand the extra-ordinary
power of love in shaping a young boy's life, and the love he tried to return.
Holyfield made more money in the ring than any other fighter in history, and
gave away millions to support the dreams of underprivileged kids looking for the
same kinds of breaks that allowed him to become a champion. Holyfield's
immense popularity cannot be overstated, and it cuts across all ethnicities and
socioeconomic classes. The top three highest-grossing sporting events in Las
Vegas history were all Holyfield fights, and his highly rated appearances on
Dancing with the Stars helped to ensure that show's success. Other fighters may
have been bigger, stronger, or more flamboyant, but few could match Evander
Holyfield's poise, grace under pressure, or commitment to serve as an
inspiration to others.
Hailed as "one of the greatest chroniclers of the mythical American outlaw life"
(Entertainment Weekly), James Carlos Blake turns to the blazing story of Stanley
Ketchel, the legendary ragtime-era middleweight boxing champion and daring
rakehell, whose brief and meteoric life burned with violence and tragedy in and
out of the ring. The Killings of Stanley Ketchel is a sweeping and powerful
literary adventure by one of our most daring novelists.
The Fateful Blood Feud Between Muhammad Ali and Joe Frazier
The Fighting Life of Boxing's Invisible Champion
Ghosts of Manila
King of the Jews
The Gods of War
The Moral Arc
Dog Rounds
Las Vegas, the 1970s. Richard Nixon was launching America's first war on
heroin; boxing was in its glory days; The Strip was being transformed from a
playground for the mob to a mecca for corporate dollars. Sonny Liston was
cashing in on his fading notoriety in the casinos, dealing drugs, working as an
enforcer for a crime syndicate, and trying to break into Hollywood as an action
star. On January 5, 1971, Liston was found dead in his home, with heroin in his
blood. Accidental OD-- or murder? Assael treats Liston's death as a cold case,
and takes a fresh look at Liston and the town he called home.
A biography of the controversial fighter follows Liston from the mean streets,
where he was a petty criminal, to the heavyweight championship and his life as a
pawn of organized crime. By the author of Power on Earth. 40,000 first printing.
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"Based on more than 500 interviews, including Muhammad Ali's closest
associates, and enhanced by access to thousands of pages of newly released
FBI records, this is a ... story of a man who became one of the great figures of the
twentieth century [boxing world]"-The two bouts between Cassius Clay and Sonny Liston are widely considered the
most anticipated and controversial fights in heavyweight boxing. Cassius Clay
won the first bout in Miami Beach in February 1964, when Liston refused to come
out for the seventh round. The second fight took place in Lewiston, Maine, fifteen
months later in May 1965. Halfway through the first round, Ali countered a left
from Liston with a fast right, knocking Liston down. He did not get up. Ali’s right
was so fast many spectators never even saw it. It was quickly dubbed the
Phantom Punch and rumors began to swirl that Liston had thrown the fight. Many
who believed Liston—a brutal fighter who picked up boxing in prison—had also
thrown the first fight the year before in Miami were now vindicated. Journalist
and sports historian Rob Sneddon takes a fresh look at the infamous Muhammad
Ali–Sonny Liston fight of May 25, 1965, which ended in chaos at a high school
hockey rink in Lewiston, Maine. Sneddon digs deep into the fight’s background
and comes up with fascinating new takes on boxing promotion in the 1960s; on
Ali’s rapid rise and Liston’s sudden fall; on how the bout ended up in Lewiston
—and, of course, on Ali’s phantom punch. That single lightning-quick blow
triggered a complex chain reaction of events that few people understood, either
then or now. Even if you’ve seen films of the fight and think you know what
happened, this book will change your perspective on boxing’s greatest
controversy.
The Sonny Liston Story
An Amateur in the Ring
The Best of Elizabeth Bear
Last Don Standing
Becoming Holyfield
The Fatal Friendship Between Muhammad Ali and Malcolm X

“To millions there has never a fighter like Jack Dempsey, and there
never will be again.” Originally published in 1960, this is the
autobiography from boxing heavyweight champion Jack Dempsey
himself, as told to U.S. sports writers Bob Considine and Bill Slocum.
In his long-awaited masterwork The Gods of War, award-winning
essayist and boxing historian Springs Toledo tells the world that "the
greatest of all time" is neither Muhammad Ali nor Sugar Ray Robinson.
The greatest - the 'god of war' - is someone beyond their reach, a true
anomaly of the ring. The evidence is compelling. See it and decide for
yourself. This countdown of the top-ten fighters of the modern era is a
literary experience like no other, and it isn't all readers will find in this
book. Toledo's writing has been described as "warrior poetry"; he goes
beyond the usual factoids, dry text, and threadbare yarns to conjure up
legendary fighters as they were. Some of them will punch holes through
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the pages; others will touch your heart. Reading enthusiasts, sports fans,
and boxing's critics are invited to take a new look at the sweet science.
It's worth the price of admission.
Roberto Duran, Marvelous Marvin Hagler, Sugar Ray Leonard, and
Thomas "Hit Man" Hearns all formed the pantheon of boxing greats
during the late 1970s and early 1980s—before the pay-per-view model,
when prize fights were telecast on network television and still captured
the nation's attention. Championship bouts during this era were replete
with revenge and fury, often pitting one of these storied fighters against
another. From training camps to locker rooms, author George Kimball
was there to cover every body shot, uppercut, and TKO. Inside stories
full of drama, sacrifice, fear, and pain make up this treasury of boxing
tales brought to life by one of the sport's greatest writers.
On January 5th 1971, former heavyweight champion Sonny Liston was
found dead at his Las Vegas home. Liston's death, labelled an overdose,
has long hung over Las Vegas and the boxing world, leaving unanswered
questions about his ties to mob kingpins, drug lords, billionaire hoteliers
and powerful promoters.Against the backdrop of the pivotal era in the
history of Las Vegas when the mob turned a sleep desert oasis into a
gambling paradise, The Murder of Sonny Liston is both a riveting murder
hunt and a stunning portrait of a city that was home to the Rat Pack, race
riots and glittering high-rises along the strip.
A Memoir of Jazz, Fight-Fixing, and the Mob
A Fighter's Journey
Muhammad Ali and the Rise of an American Hero
The Autobiography of a Heavyweight Champion of the World, Smokin'
Joe Frazier
The Complete Muhammad Ali
The Secret Life of Mob Boss Ralph Natale
A Novel
A gripping, all-access biography of Joe Frazier, whose rivalry with Muhammad Ali
riveted boxing fans and whose legacy as a figure in American sports and society endures
History will remember the rivalry of Joe Frazier and Muhammad Ali as one for the ages,
a trilogy of extraordinary fights that transcended the world of sports and crossed into a
sociocultural drama that divided the country. Joe Frazier was a much more complex
figure than just his rivalry with Ali would suggest. In this riveting and nuanced portrayal,
acclaimed sports writer Mark Kram, Jr. unlinks Frazier from Ali and for the first time
gives a full-bodied accounting of Frazier’s life, a journey that began as the youngest of
thirteen children packed in small farm house, encountering the bigotry and oppression of
the Jim Crow South, and continued with his voyage north at age fifteen to develop as a
fighter in Philadelphia. Tracing Frazier’s life through his momentous bouts with the likes
of Ali and George Foreman and the developing perception of him as the anti-Ali in the
eyes of blue-collar America, Kram follows the boxer through his retirement in 1981,
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exploring his relationship with his son, the would-be heavyweight Marvis, and his
fragmented home life as well as the uneasy place that Ali continued to occupy in his
thoughts. A propulsive and richly textured narrative that is also a powerful story about
race and class in America, Smokin' Joe is unparalleled in its scope, depth, and access and
promises to be the definitive biography of a towering American figure whose life was
galvanized by conflict and whose mark has proven lasting.
The Murder of Sonny ListonA Story of Fame, Heroin, Boxing and Las Vegas
'There's a kindness in beating a man badly, and that kindness is based on correctness,'
Chris Eubank March 2016: boxer Chris Eubank Jr punches his opponent, Nick Blackwell,
into a coma. Blackwell dies momentarily, before being brought back to life. He remains
in a coma for seven days. The boxing world is thrown into turmoil. In his corner, Junior's
dad, Chris Sr., had been imploring his son to aim for the body. Was this a coach making a
tactical change? Or was this a former boxer pleading with his son to show mercy?
Twenty five years previously it had been Chris Sr. who had left his opponent Michael
Watson with severe brain damage following a brutal encounter. Elliot Worsell was
ringside, reporting as part of Blackwell's camp with exclusive access to both dressing
rooms. A lifelong boxing fan and experienced journalist, what Worsell saw left him
questioning himself and his sport. Blackwell survived, but in Dog Rounds Worsell goes
in search of the men who have killed in the ring. In spending time with these pariahs, as
well as taking some of them back to the venue in which their tragedy occurred, Worsell
uncovers a story that is raw, unflinching and extraordinary. Dog Rounds asks, should
these men feel culpable when tragedy occurs in the ring? Should they carry the burden?
Should they be apologetic? And it asks, what is our responsibility as spectators,
cheerleaders and rubberneckers?
The bestselling biography of Muhammad Ali--with an Introduction by Salman Rushdie
On the night in 1964 that Muhammad Ali (then known as Cassius Clay) stepped into the
ring with Sonny Liston, he was widely regarded as an irritating freak who danced and
talked way too much. Six rounds later Ali was not only the new world heavyweight
boxing champion: He was "a new kind of black man" who would shortly transform
America's racial politics, its popular culture, and its notions of heroism. No one has
captured Ali--and the era that he exhilarated and sometimes infuriated--with greater
vibrancy, drama, and astuteness than David Remnick, the Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of Lenin's Tomb (and editor of The New Yorker). In charting Ali's rise from the gyms of
Louisville, Kentucky, to his epochal fights against Liston and Floyd Patterson, Remnick
creates a canvas of unparalleled richness. He gives us empathetic portraits of
wisecracking sportswriters and bone-breaking mobsters; of the baleful Liston and the
haunted Patterson; of an audacious Norman Mailer and an enigmatic Malcolm X. Most of
all, King of the World does justice to the speed, grace, courage, humor, and ebullience of
one of the greatest athletes and irresistibly dynamic personalities of our time.
The Devil and Sonny Liston
The Life of Joe Frazier
Death and Life in the Boxing Ring
Steroid Nation
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Against the Odds
How Science Makes Us Better People
A Life
In 1962, Sonny Liston became boxing's world heavyweight champion. He was a poor
plantation boy and a bruiser for the mob who had done time for armed robbery, but
he had fought his way to the top. Those he met in the ring said he was unstoppable,
even dangerous. Sonny, however, knew differently.
An investigative journalist looks at America's complex relationship with steroids
and how it has become the country's most dangerous and pervasive drug addiction,
examining incidence of steroid use throughout the world of sports, from the
bodybuilders of the 1970s, to the baseball scandals of today, and profiling the
godfather of the steroid movement, Dan Duchaine. 75,000 first printing.
Sheds new light on Liston's tragic life and his extraordinary boxing career.
**New edition updated with a foreword by Manny Pacquiao.** A celebration and
memorial of the greatest era of heavyweight fighters from 1962 to 1997, as witnessed
ringside by an International Boxing Hall of Fame sportswriter. Once upon a time, of
all the memories made in ballparks and arenas from California to New York, there
was nothing to rival that magic moment that could grab a heavyweight fight crowd
by its collective jugular vein and trigger a tsunami of raw emotion before a single
punch had even been thrown. That’s the way it was when the heavyweight giants
danced in the boxing ring during the golden eras of the greats Ali, Frazier, Holmes,
and Spinks, to name a few. There will never again be a heavyweight cycle like the
one that began when Sonny Liston stopped Floyd Patterson and ended when Mike
Tyson bit a slice out of Evander Holyfield’s ear; when no ersatz drama, smoke,
mirrors, and noise followed a fighter’s entry into the ring; when the crowds knew
that these men were not actors on a stage but rather giants in a ring with a single
purpose—to fight other giants. By the ringside, acclaimed sportswriter Jerry
Izenberg watched history as it was being made during those legendary days,
witnessing fights like the Thrilla in Manila and the Rumble in the Jungle and
preserving them in punchy yet tremendous prose. Delivering both his eyewitness
accounts and revelatory back stories of this greatest era of heavyweight boxing,
Izenberg invites readers to a place of recollection. Once There Were Giants is his
memorial to this extraordinary time, the likes of which we shall never see again.
Ali
Warrior in the Ring
The Story Behind Boxing's most Controversial Bout
Shadow Box
Only in America
The Company of Demons
Muhammad Ali
From the bestselling author of The Prince of Providence, a
revelatory biography of Rocky Marciano, the greatest heavyweight
champion of all time. The son of poor Italian immigrants, with
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short arms and stubby legs, Rocky Marciano accomplished a feat
that eluded legendary heavyweight champions like Joe Louis, Jack
Dempsey, Muhammad Ali, and Mike Tyson: He never lost a
professional fight. His record was a perfect 49-0. Unbeaten is
the story of this remarkable champion who overcame injury,
doubt, and the schemes of corrupt promoters to win the title in
a bloody and epic battle with Jersey Joe Walcott in 1952. Rocky
packed a devastating punch with an innocent nickname, “Suzie Q,”
against which there was no defense. As the champ, he came to
know presidents and movie stars – and the organized crime
figures who dominated the sport, much to his growing disgust. He
may have “stood out in boxing like a rose in a garbage dump,” as
one sportswriter said, but he also fought his own private
demons. In the hands of the award-winning journalist and
biographer Mike Stanton, Unbeaten is more than just a boxing
story. It’s a classic American tale of immigrant dreams,
exceptional talent wedded to exceptional ambitions, compromises
in the service of a greater good, astounding success,
disillusionment, and a quest to discover what it all meant. Like
Suzie Q, it will knock you off your feet.
Chronicles the flamboyant boxing promotor's rise from street
crime and numbers running to his current role as larger-thanlife and tremendously wealthy force in the boxing world. 35,000
first printing. First serial, Penthouse.
The story of boxing icon Muhammad Ali! An original graphic novel
celebrating the life of the glorious athlete who metamorphosed
from Cassius Clay to become a three-time heavyweight boxing
legend, activist, and provocateur: Muhammad Ali. Not only a
titan in the world of sports but in the world itself, he dared
to be different and to challenge and defy through his refusal to
be drafted to fight in Vietnam, his rejection of his “slave”
name, and ultimately his final fight with his body itself
through a thirty-year battle with Parkinson’s disease. Witness
what made Ali different, what made him cool, what made him the
Greatest. * The critically acclaimed French graphic novel, now
available for the first time in English. * Focuses on key
figures in the Civil Rights movement.
Acclaimed biography about the first Native American to win a
world boxing championship.
Joe Louis
Floyd Patterson
The Murder of Sonny Liston
The Notorious History of the Sweet Science
His Life, Strife and the Phantom Punch
Stories
Night Train
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Documents the inspiring story of the civil rights activist, Olympic gold medalist
and history's youngest World Heavyweight Champion, placing his career against
a backdrop of boxing's golden age while analyzing misunderstood aspects of his
character. By the author of Boxing Shadows. 30,000 first printing.
In 1962, boxing writers and fans considered Cassius Clay an obnoxious selfpromoter, and few believed that he would become the heavyweight champion of
the world. But Malcolm X, the most famous minister in the Nation of Islam-a sect
many white Americans deemed a hate cult-saw the potential in Clay, not just for
boxing greatness, but as a means of spreading the Nation's message. The two
became fast friends, keeping their interactions secret from the press for fear of
jeopardizing Clay's career. Clay began living a double life-a patriotic "good
Negro" in public, and a radical reformer behind the scenes. Soon, however, their
friendship would sour, with disastrous and far-reaching consequences. Based on
previously untapped sources, from Malcolm's personal papers to FBI records,
Blood Brothers is the first book to offer an in-depth portrait of this complex
bond. Acclaimed historians Randy Roberts and Johnny Smith reconstruct the
worlds that shaped Malcolm and Clay, from the boxing arenas and mosques, to
postwar New York and civil rights-era Miami. In an impressively detailed
account, they reveal how Malcolm molded Cassius Clay into Muhammad Ali,
helping him become an international symbol of black pride and black
independence. Yet when Malcolm was barred from the Nation for criticizing the
philandering of its leader, Elijah Muhammad, Ali turned his back on Malcolm-a
choice that tragically contributed to the latter's assassination in February 1965.
Malcolm's death marked the end of a critical phase of the civil rights movement,
but the legacy of his friendship with Ali has endured. We inhabit a new era
where the roles of entertainer and activist, of sports and politics, are more
entwined than ever before. Blood Brothers is the story of how Ali redefined what
it means to be a black athlete in America-after Malcolm first enlightened him. An
extraordinary narrative of love and deep affection, as well as deceit, betrayal,
and violence, this story is a window into the public and private lives of two of
our greatest national icons, and the tumultuous period in American history that
they helped to shape.
(Low)life is a gripping memoir from Charles Farrell, a world-class jazz musician
and onetime fight fixer and gangster. A world-class jazz pianist, Charles Farrell
made his living working Mob clubs from the time he was a teenager in the
1960s. He later moved from music to the complex world of professional boxing,
managing dozens of fighters, including the former heavyweight champion Leon
Spinks and the former gang leader Mitch "Blood" Green, who famously went toeto-toe with Mike Tyson--once in the ring and once in the street. A fight-fixer and
gangster, Farrell ran afoul of New York mobsters in the 1990s, and fled to a
farm in Puerto Rico, coming home only after an aging boxing legend brokered
his safe return. Retired from the fight game, he returned to jazz and, among
other collaborators, played frequently with his friend, Ornette Coleman, the
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godfather of "Free Jazz" and one of the greatest musicians of the 20th century.
(Low)life is a singular book by a singular man.
Thom Jones made his literary debut in The New Yorker in 1991. Within six
months his stories appeared in Harper's, Esquire, Mirabella, Story, Buzz, and in
The New Yorker twice more. "The Pugilist at Rest" - the title story from this
stunning collection - took first place in Prize Stories 1993: The O. Henry Awards
and was selected for inclusion in Best American Short Stories 1992. He is a
writer of astonishing talent. Jones's stories - whether set in the combat zones of
Vietnam or the brittle social and intellectual milieu of an elite New England
college, whether recounting the poignant last battles of an alcoholic ex-fighter
or the hallucinatory visions of an American wandering lost in Bombay in the
aftermath of an epileptic fugue - are fueled by an almost brutal vision of the
human condition, in a world without mercy or redemption. Physically battered,
soul-sick, and morally exhausted, Jones's characters are yet unable to concede
defeat: his stories are infused with the improbable grace of the spirit that ought
to collapse, but cannot. For in these extraordinary pieces of fiction, it is not
goodness that finally redeems us, but the heart's illogical resilience, and the
ennobling tenacity with which we cling to each other and to our lives. The
publication of The Pugilist at Rest is a major literary event, heralding the arrival
of an electrifying new voice in American fiction, and a writer of magnificent
depth and range. With these eleven stories, Thom Jones takes his place among
the ranks of this country's most important authors.
King of the World
Boxing and the Mob
(Low)life
Leonard, Hagler, Hearns, Duran and the Last Great Era of Boxing
The Phantom Punch
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